A place to feel at home
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National Centre facilities

Directions map

Sport and leisure
• Low ropes course, eco-path with geocaching
• Multi-purpose hall with climbing wall, as well as a wide range of
sporting and recreational facilities
• Sloping outdoor area for campfires and BBQ nights

Oberhausen

Services
• Meditation, prayer and services at our own chapel
• Interactive environmental education services
• Shuttle service
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Attractive daytrips
Bathing at the Krombach dam (2 km), Bad Marienberg zoo,
Greifenstein Castle, „Stöffel“ geopark and much more:
We‘ll be glad to advise you!
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Our bio-certified cuisine
Our team of chefs will serve you bio-certified,
freshly prepared food, sourced from regional
farms and fair trade wherever possible. We will
gladly prepare special meals to cater to food intolerances and individual needs upon request. Meals can also be delivered to the camping grounds. Bon appétit!
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DPSG Bundeszentrum Westernohe
Zum Weitstein 50
56479 Westernohe

Tel.: 02664-5070
Fax: 02664-50749
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Internet: www.westernohe.org
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Welcome to the DPSG
National Scout Centre
Westernohe

Welcome

Our properties and camping grounds

The National Scout Centre of the „Deutsche Pfadfinderschaft Sankt Georg“,
the Catholic Scout association in Germany, is located in the heart of the Hoher Westerwald region. Perched high above the small town of Westernohe, we offer you inviting guest and seminar rooms, vast camping grounds
amongst nature, and many services which will make your time with us a
memorable experience.

Modern and comfortable: the Haus unterm Kissel

We place particular importance on ensuring people with disabilities have a pleasant stay. We also wish to mention our environmental education services, as committing to our
environment and sustainable development is important to us. We will be glad to compile an itinerary for you, and advise you on group stays,
regardless of whether or not these include
people with disabilities.
We offer room and space for:
• School groups
• Children and youth recreation
• Courses, seminars and meetings
• Family recreation and celebrations
• Club meetings, choir and orchestra rehearsals
• Camps and major events
Whether it be learning and working together, celebrating, or simply
taking in the tranquillity and resting, the National Centre provides a
pleasant setting for events for young and old. We look forward to
welcoming you!
Your DPSG National Centre team

This highly comfortable guesthouse is particularly ideal for meetings and
training events, as well as for disabled guests. School groups and other
groups will also be right at home here.
The double and multi-bedded rooms with modern ambiance are equipped with a shower and WC, and are barrier-free. A bright, friendly hall
catering to up to 80 persons provides a pleasant setting for lively work
sessions and creative group activities.

Hans Fischer Haus
Our dignified „Hans Fischer“ seminar and guesthouse is specially designed for advanced training events, meetings, school groups and
other large groups.
The purpose-built facility is partly barrier-free, with several
spacious seminar and group rooms, a cosy bistro, and a terrace
perfect for outdoor BBQ nights.

Cosy: our Trupphaus
Our Trupphaus is ideal for groups of guests wanting to live and work
intensively and undisturbed for a few days.
With 28 beds, a large recreation and dining hall, an open fire and a
kitchen for self-caterers, the intimate Trupphaus provides the perfect
setting for medium-sized groups, as well as a great view of the
Westerwald.

Jagdhaus: charm for small groups
Smaller groups and families particularly feel at home here,
as do those who love the spectacular view over the vast
landscape!

The DPSG Bundeszentrum is
one of the worldwide SCENES
centres (Scout centres of
excellence for nature and
environment).

60 years in Westernohe: The National Scout Centre of the Deutsche Pfadfinderschaft Sankt Georg

With twelve beds, our smallest and oldest guesthouse has a kitchen, recreation room, and spacious, covered terrace ideal for balmy summer
nights.

Apartments amongst nature
Our three approx 30-sq-m guest rooms each contain two beds,
a kitchenette and a bathroom with WC; extra beds for children and
adults can be arranged. Perfect for families, single guests, speakers, and
all those who love nature!

Altenberg camping ground
The vast 14-ha site provides camping space for up to 2,200 people.
The areas are well divided by trees and bushes, ensuring there are adequate places for the groups to retreat. Washhouses with showers, as well as
lumber and firewood, are available. The site is also ideal for large events.

Kirschbaum camping ground
The vast „Kirschbaum“ site, also spanning 14 ha, is has a somewhat secluded location in the forest, and will particularly delight those who like
things simple and natural. Like the Altenberg grounds, it also caters to
up to 2,200 people. The site contains a washhouse with shower and two
outdoor wash stations. Lumber and firewood are provided.

